MERCUREY
2010 Vintage
«Firm and straight nose with notes of ripe fruit. The wine is much
more expressive on the palate. Ample and generous texture. The
finish is balanced and not overly tannic. A wine to drink young.
Score: 16» Bourgogne n100_July_2011
« They vinify this themselves now in the new winery.
Floral notes with violets and white pepper on the area. This is soft
and juicy. Plump in the middle. Rounded at the edge and lively tannic structure. It is fresh and juicy. This is very middle.
Rounded at the edge and lively tannic structure. It is fresh and juicy. This is very pleasant. Jean-Pierre remarks that in
2010 it was difficult in Cote Chalonnais...so he is really quite happy with these two wines. Good. From 2013/14. Score
15.25 .» Sarah Marsh - Burgundy Briefing - November 2011

2008 Vintage
« Well-crafted, toasted aromas mixed with black currant, it displays a sustained aromatic texture in the finish.» LA
REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - June 2009

2007 Vintage
« Homogeneous, serious, without any superfluous embellishment.» LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - June 2008

2005 Vintage
« Born on a soil of clay and limestone, this Pinot Noir is constructed with beautiful balance. The exeptional vintage of
2005 completes the offer. The year indeed was prodigal with a summer filled with hot dry days and cold nights. This
made is possible to harvest almost perfect grapes.These perfect conditions have manificently enhanced this red. The
colour is intense garnet, with crimson hues. The lively nose consists of a concentrated basket of red fruit (strawberry,
raspberry and cherry) with deeper nuances of forest floor and leather. The palate is bursting with fullness and maturing,
this is a dense and fiery wine, but with a fine tannin structure which maintains its delicacy and crunchy fruit. It
concludes like a brass band with no end. This is a very good Pinot Noir which is very easy to marry with food - poultry,
white or red meats, all shoulsuit. » ELLE A TABLE - September 2007

2003 Vintage
« Lovely colour, classy nose of fruity and smoked Pinot. Nice and fluid palate with a beautiful expression on the fruit
and supple tannic structure. A well-balanced wine easy to drink. » LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - February 2005
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MERCUREY
« Fine Pinot fruit with smoky overlay. Smooth tannins and fresh acidity. » DECANTER - May 2005
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